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10.1 Introduction
In recent years, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have emerged as one
of the foremost manifestations of nanotechnology and extensive
research has been expended in probing their various properties. While many desirable attributes in terms of electrical,
mechanical, and biological properties have been attributed to
CNTs, many obstacles remain before their widespread, practical application (Baughman et al. 2002) becomes feasible. Some
of the foremost hindrances are (1) the variation of properties
from one nanotube to another, partly due to the unpredictability
in synthesis and the random occurrence of defects and (2) the
lack of a tangible method for wide-scale synthesis. Generally,
the variation of properties is a natural consequence of nanoscale
structures and could be difficult to solve, at least in the short
term. It would then seem that fundamentally new ideas might be
needed. Some interesting viewpoints are also being considered,
where defect manipulation could be used on purpose (Nichols et al.
2007). Wide-scale synthesis methods, for example, by aligning
the nanotubes with the underlying crystal orientation (Kang et al.
2007) have recently proved successful, but it is still not clear as to
whether such methods would allow for practical implementation,
say on the scale of silicon microelectronics.
In this context, it would be pertinent to pause and consider
the rationale for the use of nanotubes, especially in the context
of electronic characteristics and devices. Carbon-based
nanoelectronics technologies (McEuen 1998) promises greater
flexibility compared to conventional silicon electronics, one
example being the extraordinarily large variety of carbon-based

organic structures. It would then be interesting to look into the
possible implications of this “large variety,” particularly with
respect to the morphology and its associated properties. Such
an outlook gives rise to the possibility of examining nonlinear forms, some examples of which are depicted in Figure 10.1.
While Y-junctions can be used as three-terminal switching
devices or diodes, helical nanostructures can give rise to nanoscale inductors or, more interestingly, a sequence of metallic
and semiconducting junctions (Castrucci et al. 2004). It is to be
noted at the outset that we now seek to explore completely novel
forms of electronics as laid out, for example in the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) recommendations on Emerging Research Devices. We quote “The dimensional
scaling of CMOS devices and process technology, as it is known
today, will become much more difficult as the industry approaches
16 nm (6 nm physical channel length) around the year 2019 and
will eventually approach an asymptotic end. Beyond this period
of traditional CMOS scaling, it may be possible to continue functional scaling by integrating alternative electronic devices onto a
silicon platform. These alternative electronic devices include 1D
structures such as CNTs.…” The purpose of investigating novel
nanotube morphologies is to demonstrate many of the “compelling attributes” as laid out in the ITRS roadmap, which include
(1) “room temperature operation,” (2) “functionally scalable by
orders of magnitude,” and (3) “energy dissipation per functional
operation substantially less than CMOS.” We will show specifically how the exploration of Y-junction topologies would help
in laying the foundation for an entirely new class of electronic
and optical devices.
10-1
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FIGURE 10.1 The nano-engineering of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to produce nonlinear structures is manifested most clearly through the
Y-junction morphology. Such structures can be prepared by adding carbide forming elements, such as Ti, Zr, and Hf to ferrocene based
thermal CVD, at different branching angles [i.e., (a) vs. (b)] and spatial locations of catalyst particles [i.e., (a) vs. (c)] through varying the growth
conditions.

10.1.1 Carbon Nanotubes
We commence with an overview of the underlying constituents
of Y-shaped structures—linear nanotubes. Several comprehensive expositions (Dai 2002) of the fundamental aspects are
extant in literature (Ajayan 1999, Dai 2002, McEuen et al. 2002,
Dresselhaus et al. 2004, Bandaru 2007). Nanotubes are essentially graphene sheets rolled up into varying diameters (Saito et al.
1998) and are attractive from both a scientific and a technological perspective, as they are extremely robust (Young modulus
approaching 1 TPa) and, at least in pristine forms, chemically
inert. By varying the nature of wrapping of a planar graphene
sheet and consequently their diameter, nanotubes can be constructed to be either semiconductors or metals (Yao et al. 1999),
which can be used in electronics (Collins and Avouris 2000). In
the literature, there are a variety of tubular structures composed
of carbon that are referred to as nanotubes (single-walled nanotubes [SWNTs] and multi-walled nanotubes [MWNTs]) when
the graphene walls are parallel to the axis of the tube, and as
nanofibers for other configurations, e.g., where the graphene
sheets are at an angle to the tube axis.
The electrical and thermal conductivity (Hone et al. 2000)
properties of both SWNTs (Tans et al. 1997) and MWNTs
have been well explored. While SWNTs (diameter ~1 nm) can
be described as quantum wires due to the ballistic nature of
electron transport (White and Todorov 1998), the transport in
MWNTs (with a diameter in the range 10–100 nm) is found to
be diff usive/quasi-ballistic (Delaney et al. 1999, Buitelaar et al.
2002). Quantum dots can be formed in both SWNTs (Bockrath
et al. 1997) and MWNTs (Buitelaar et al. 2002) and the Coulomb
blockade and the quantization of the electron states can be
used to fabricate single-electron transistors (Tans et al. 1998).
Several electronic components, based on CNTs, such as singleelectron transistors (SETs) (Tans et al. 1998, Freitag et al. 2001,
Postma et al. 2001), nonvolatile random-access memory (RAM)
(Rueckes et al. 2000, Radosavljevic et al. 2002), field-effect
transistors (FET) (Radosavljevic et al. 2002), and logic circuits
(Bachtold et al. 2001, Martel et al. 2002, Javey et al. 2003), have
also been fabricated. However, most of these devices use conventional lithography schemes and electronics principles, either
using nanotubes as conducting wires or modifying them along
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their length, say through atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based
techniques (Postma et al. 2001). While extremely important in
elucidating fundamental properties, the above experiments
have used external electrodes, made through conventional
lithographic processes, to contact the nanotubes and do not
represent truly nanoelectronic circuits. Additionally, the
well-known metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor
(MOSFET) architecture is used, where the nanotube serves as
the channel between the electrodes (source and drain), and a
SiO2/Si-based gate modulates the channel conductance. In other
demonstrations, cumbersome AFM manipulations (Postma et al.
2001) may be needed.
It would, therefore, be more attractive to propose new nanoelectronic elements to harness new functionalities peculiar to
novel CNT forms such as nanotubes with bends, Y-junctions
(Bandaru et al. 2005), etc. One can also envision a more ambitious scheme and circuit topology where both interconnect
and circuit elements are all based on nanotubes, realizing true
nanoelectronics (Figure 10.2). For example, the nanotube-based
interconnect does not suffer from the problems of electro-migration
that plague copper-based lines, due to the strong carbon–carbon
bonds, and can support higher current densities (Collins et al.
2001b) (~10 μA/nm2 or 109 A/cm2 vs. 10 nA/nm2 or 106 A/cm2 for
noble metals such as Ag). Additionally, the predicted large thermal conductivity (Kim et al. 2001) (~3000 W/mK at 300 K), up
to an order of a magnitude higher than copper, could help alleviate the problem of heat dissipation in ever-shrinking devices.
Developing nanotube-based devices, besides miniaturization
and lower power consumption, could also allow us to exploit the
advantages of inherently quantum mechanical systems for practical
devices, such as ballistic transport and low switching voltages
(Wesstrom 1999) (~26 mV at room temperature ≡ kBT/e).

10.1.2 Branched Carbon
Nanostructures—Initial Work
At the very outset, any deviation from linearity, say in a branched
Y-junction, must be accompanied by the disruption of the regular
hexagonal motif. This can be accomplished, in the simplest case,
by the introduction of pentagons and heptagons to account for
the curvature (Iijima et al. 1992) (Figure 10.3a). Since the charge
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FIGURE 10.2 A conceptual view of a possible CNT technology platform, including Y-junction devices, interconnect vias and directed nanotube
growth. The overall objective is to create nano devices with novel functionalities that go beyond existing technologies.

AQ1

distribution is likely to be nonuniform in these regions, the interesting possibility of localized scattering centers can be introduced.
For example, rectification behavior was posited due to different
work functions of contacts with respect to metal (M) and semiconductor (S) nanotubes (electrostatic doping) on either side of
the bend (Yao et al. 1999). Later in this chapter, we will discuss
how this can be exploited for more interesting device electronics.
Nanotube junctions were formed through the use of highenergy (1.25 MeV) electron beam exposure (in a transmission
electron microscope) based welding of linear SWNTs, at high
temperature (800°C) welds SWNTs to form X-, Y-, or T-junctions
was illustrated in Figure 10.3b and c (Terrones et al. 2002). The
underlying mechanism invoked was primarily the “knock-off ” of
carbon atoms and in situ annealing. Molecular dynamics simulations intimate that vacancies and interstitials play a role. However,
the purposeful synthesis of branched morphologies can be accomplished through chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods.

Preliminary work on individual Y-junctions, grown through
CVD, in branched nano-channel alumina templates (Li et al.
2001) resulted in the observation of nonlinear I–V characteristics
at room temperature through Ohmic contact (Papadapoulos et al.
2000) and tunneling conductance (Satishkumar et al. 2000) measurements. From an innate synthesis point of view, nanotubes
with T-, Y-, L-junctions, and more complex junctions (resembling
those in Figure 10.1), were initially observed in arc-discharge produced nanotubes (Zhou and Seraphin 1995). Beginning in 2000,
there was a spate of publications reporting on the synthesis of
Y-junctions through the use of organometallic precursors, such
as nickelocene and thiophene, in CVD (Papadapoulos et al. 2000,
Satishkumar et al. 2000). Y-junction (Li et al. 2001) and multijunction carbon nanotube networks (Ting and Chang 2002) were
also synthesized through the pyrolysis of methane over cocatalysts
and through the growth on roughened Si substrates. However, the
mechanism of growth was not probed into adequately.

5 nm
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FIGURE 10.3 (a) A bend in a nanotube, say in a Y-junction, introduces regions of positive and negative curvature. The associated heptagons
and pentagons can have local excess/deficit of charge and can be used as scattering centers for nanoelectronics. (From Yao, Z. et al., Nature, 402,
273, 1999. With permission.) (b) X-shaped and (c) Y-shaped nanotube molecular junctions can be fabricated by irradiating crossed single walled
nanotube junctions with high energy (~1.25 MeV) and beam intensity (10 A/cm2) electron beams. (From Terrones, M. et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 89,
075505, 2002. With permission.)
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FIGURE 10.4 The postulated growth sequence of a Y-junction nanotube (Gothard et al. 2004) involves: (a) Initial seeding of a straight nanotube
through conventional catalytic synthesis (Teo et al. 2004), (b) Ti-doped Fe catalyst particles (from ferrocene and C10H10N4Ti) attach (c) to the
sidewalls and nucleate (d) the side branches (e).

10.2 Controlled Carbon Nanotube
Y-Junction Synthesis
It is to be noted at the very outset that the Y-junctions synthesized are quite different in form and structure compared
to crossed nanotube junctions (Fuhrer et al. 2000, Terrones
et al. 2002), where the nanotubes are individually placed
and the junctions are produced through electron irradiation (Terrones et al. 2002). Significant control in the growth
of Y-junction nanotubes (Gothard et al. 2004) on bare quartz
or SiO2/Si substrates through thermal CVD was accomplished
through the addition of Ti-containing precursor gases to the
usual nanotube growth mixture. In one instance, a mixture
of ferrocene (C10H10Fe), xylene (C10H10), and a Ti-containing
precursor gas-C10H10N4Ti was decomposed at 750°C in the
presence of flowing argon (~600 sccm) and hydrogen (75 sccm)
carrier gases. The two-stage CVD reactor consisted of (1) a low
temperature (~200°C) preheating chamber for the liquid mixture vaporization followed by (2) a high temperature (~750°C)
main reactor. A yield of 90% MWNT Y-junction nanotubes,
which grew spontaneously on quartz substrates in the main
reactor, was obtained. The mechanism for the Y-junction
growth was hypothesized to depend on the carbide-forming
ability of Ti as measured by its large heat of formation (ΔHf of
−22 Kcal/g-atom). The Ti-containing Fe catalyst particles seed
nanotube nucleation by a root growth method, in which carbon
was absorbed at the root and then ejected to form vertically
aligned MWNTs (Figure 10.4a). As the supply of Ti-containing
Fe catalyst particles continues (Figure 10.4b), some of the
particles (Fe-Ti) attach onto the sidewalls of the growing
nanotubes (Figure 10.4c). The catalysts on the side then promote
the growth of a side branch (Figure 10.4d), which when further enhanced forms a full-fledged Y-junction. The correlation
of the carbide-forming ability to branch formation was also
supported by Y-junction synthesis in Hf-, Zr-, and Mo-doped
(Choi and Choi 2005) Fe catalyst particles (Gothard et al.
2004), which also have large ΔHf (HfC: −26 Kcal/g-atom and
ZrC: −23 Kcal/g-atom). It was generally found that the use of Zr
and Hf catalysts yields larger diameter Y-junctions.
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The ratio of the Ti-precursor gas and the feedstock gases
could be adjusted to determine the growth of the side-branches
at specific positions (Figure 10.5). For example, a decreased flow
of the xylene gas, at a point in time, would halt the growth of
the nanotube, while preponderance of the Fe-Ti precursor gas/
catalyst particles would nucleate the branch. The Y-junction formation has also been found to be sensitive to temperature, time,
and catalyst concentration. The optimal temperature range is

100 nm

100 nm

Stage 3:
C16H40N4Ti–
ferrocene-xylene
100 nm

Stage 2:
ferrocene-xylene
100 nm

110 nm

Stage 1:
C16H40N4Ti–ferrocene-xylene

FIGURE 10.5 Controlled addition of Ti (see Stage 3) can induce
branching in linear nanotubes. (From Gothard, N. et al., Nano Lett., 4,
213, 2004. With permission.)
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between 750°C and 850°C; below 750°C, the yield is very low
and temperatures greater than 850°C produce V-shaped nanotube junctions. Y-junction CNTs with minimal defects, at the
junction region, were obtained when the atomic compositions of
Fe:Ti:C were in the ratio of 1:3:96.
The growth of the Y-junctions essentially seems to be a nonequilibrium phenomenon and various other methods have been
found to be successful in proliferating branches, such as the
sudden reduction of temperature during a normal tip growth
process (Teo et al. 2004), where over-saturation by the carbon
feedstock gas causes a surface-energy driven splitting of the
catalyst particle and branch nucleation. Other catalyst particles,
such as Ca and Si, have also been found to nucleate side branches
(Li et al. 2001). The location of the junction is in any case a point
of structural variation (Ting and Chang 2002), the control of
which seems to determine the formation of Y-junctions and its
subsequent properties. It should also be possible to undertake a
rigorous thermodynamic analysis (Bandaru et al. 2007) to rationalize the growth of nonlinear forms.

10.3 Electrical Characterization
of Y-Junction Morphologies
The initial research has focused mainly on the electrical characterization of the nanostructures. In a large part, it was motivated
by the possible influence of topology on electrical transport,
and supported through theoretical predictions of SWNT junctions. Current theoretical explanations of electrical behavior in
Y-junctions are mainly based on SWNT Y-junctions, and the
experimental demonstrations detailed in this chapter were made
on both SWNT and MWNT Y-junctions (Papadapoulos et al.
2000, Satishkumar et al. 2000). It is speculated that relatively low
temperature CVD methods that have been used to date may not
be adequate to reliably produce SWNT-based Y-junctions with
larger energetics (Terrones et al. 2002).
While SWNTs have been extensively studied theoretically
(Ajayan 1999, Dai 2001), MWNTs have been relatively less
scrutinized. An extensive characterization of their properties
is found in literature (Forro and Schonenberger 2001, Bandaru
2007). MWNTs are generally found to be metal-like (Forro and
Schonenberger 2001) with possibly different chiralities for the
constituent nanotubes. Currently, there is some understanding of transport in straight MWNTs, where it has been shown
that electronic conduction mostly occurs through the outermost
wall, (Bachtold et al. 1999) and inter-layer charge transport
in the MWNT is dominated by thermally excited carriers
(Tsukagoshi et al. 2004). While the outer wall dominates in
the low-bias regime (<50 mV), at a higher bias, many shells can
contribute to the conductance with an average current carrying capacity of 12 μA/shell at room temperature (Collins et al.
2001b). In contrast to SWNTs with μm coherence lengths, the
transport in MWNTs is quasi-ballistic (Buitelaar et al. 2002)
with mean free paths <100 nm. Based on the above survey of
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properties in straight MWNTs, we could extend the hypothesis in that non-coherent electronic transport dominates the
Y-junctions and other branched morphologies.

10.4 Carrier Transport in
Y-Junction–Electron
Momentum Engineering
The progenitor of a Y-junction topology, for electronic applications,
was basically derived from an electron-wave Y-branch switch (YBS;
Palm and Thylen 1992) where a refractive index change of either
branch through an electric field modulation can affect switching.
This device, demonstrated in the GaAs/AlGaAs (Worschech et al.
2001) and InP/InGaAs (Hieke and Ulfward 2000, Lewen et al.
2002)-based two-dimensional electron gas (2-DEG) system, relies
on ballistic transport and was proposed for low power, ultra-fast
(THz) signal processing. It was derived theoretically (Wesstrom
1999) and proven experimentally (Shorubalko et al. 2003) that
based on the ballistic electron transport, nonlinear and diodelike I–V characteristics were possible. These devices based on
III-V materials, while providing proof of concept, were fabricated
through conventional lithography. It was also shown in 2-DEG
geometry (Song et al. 1998) with artificially constructed defects/
barriers, that the defect topology can affect the electron momentum and guide the current to a predetermined spatial location
independent of input current direction. This type of rectification
involves a new principle of electron momentum engineering in
contrast to the well-known band engineering. Nanotubes provide
a more natural avenue to explore such rectification behavior. It
was theoretically postulated (Andriotis et al. 2001) that switching and rectification (Figure 10.6) could be observed in symmetric (e.g., no change in chirality from stem to branch) Y-junction
SWNTs, assuming quantum conductivity of electrons where
the rectification could be determined (Andriotis et al. 2003) by the
(1) Formation of a quantum dot/asymmetric scattering center (Song et al. 1998) at the location of the Y-junction (2) Finite
length of the stem and branches connected to metallic leads (3)
Asymmetry of the bias applied/the potential profile (Tian et al.
1998) across the nanotube (4) Strength of the nanotube–metal
lead interactions and influence of the interface (Meunier et al. 2002).
Some of the possibilities, where the nature of the individual
Y-junction branches determines the electrical transport, are
illustrated in Figure 10.7.

10.5 Applications of Y-CNTs to
Novel Electronic Functionality
Generally, the motivation for use of new CNT morphologies, such
as Y-junctions, based on either SWNTs or MWNTs, in addition to the miniaturization of electronic circuits, is the possible
exploration of new devices and technologies through new physical principles. The existence of negative-curvature fullerene-based
units (Scuseria 1992), and branching in nanotubes necessitates
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FIGURE 10.6 Asymmetry, and rectification like behavior, in the I–V characteristics of a single walled Y-junction nanotube is indicated, through
quantum conductivity calculations. (From Andriotis, A.N. et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 87, 066802, 2001. With permission.)
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FIGURE 10.7 The CNT Y-junction as a prototypical structural element for a variety of functions such as switching or as a quantum dot,
depending on the characteristics of the individual branches. L, R, and
C, refer to the left, right, and central/stem branches of a Y-junction.

the presence of topological defects—in the form of pentagons,
heptagons, and octagons—at the junction regions for maintaining a
low energy sp2 configuration (Andriotis et al. 2002). These intrinsic
defects are natural scattering centers that could affect/modulate the
electrical transport characteristics of a nanotube.
At the nanometer scale, the dimensions of the device are also
comparable with the electron wavelength (λF) and the electron
travel/current must be considered in terms of wave propagation
(Davies 1998), analogous to the propagation of light down an
optical fiber. Wave phenomena, such as interference and phase
shift ing, can now be used to construct new types of devices.
For example, constructive and destructive interferences can be
used to cause transmission and reflection of current leading to
switching and transistor-like applications with the added advantage of very low power dissipation. Novel applications have been
proposed theoretically (Xu 2001a, 2002b, Csontos and Xu 2003)
for ballistic nano-junctions, of which the Y-junction is only one
example. Several of these applications have been demonstrated
in preliminary experiments and will be elucidated later in the
chapter. A brief overview follows.
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10.5.1 Switching and Transistor Applications
In a basic Y-junction switch, an electric field can direct electrons
into either of two branches, while the other branch is cut off
(Wesstrom 1999). It has been shown, in computer simulations
(Palm and Thylen 1992), that a sufficient lateral field for electron deflection is created by applying a very small voltage of the
order of millivolts (mV). The specific advantage of a Y-junction
switch is that it does not need single-mode electron waveguides
for its operation and can operate over a wide range of electron
velocities and energies, the reason being that the electrons are
not stopped by a barrier but are only deflected. An operational
advantage over a conventional FET could be that the current is
switched between two outputs rather than completely turned
on/off (Palm and Thylen 1996), leading to higher efficiency of
operation.
An electrical asymmetry can also be induced through structural
or chemical means across the two branches in a nanostructured
junction. The Y-junction region, for instance, can possess a positive
charge (Andriotis et al. 2001) due to two reasons, viz., the presence of
(1) topological defects, due to the formation of non-hexagonal polygons at the junction to satisfy the local bond order (Crespi 1998),
where delocalization of the electrons over an extended area
leads to a net positive charge, and (2) catalyst particles, which
are inevitably present during synthesis (Gothard et al. 2004, Teo
et al. 2004). This positive charge and the induced asymmetry is
analogous to a “gating” action that could be responsible for rectification. While the presence of defects at the junction seems
to assist switching, there is also a possibility that such defects
may not be needed as some instances of novel switching behavior in Y-junctions are observed in the noticeable absence of
catalyst particles. Additional studies are necessary to elucidate
this aspect, but such an observation is significant in that a threedimensional array of Y-junction devices based on CNTs would
be much easier to fabricate if a particle is not always required at
the junction region.
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10.5.2 Rectification and Logic Function
It is possible to design logic circuitry, based on electron wave
guiding in Y-junction nanotubes (Xu 2002b), to perform operations similar to and exceeding the performance of conventional
electronic devices (Palm and Thylen 1996). When finite voltages
are applied to the left and the right branches of a Y-junction, in a
push-pull fashion (i.e., Vleft = −Vright or vice versa), the voltage output
at the stem would have the same sign as the terminal with the lower
voltage. This dependence follows from the principle of continuity of
electro-chemical potential (μ = −eV) in electron transport through
a Y-junction and forms the basis for the realization of an AND logic
gate, i.e., when either of the branch voltages is negative (say, corresponding to a logic state of 0), the voltage at the stem is negative and
positive voltage (logic state of 1) at the stem is obtained only when
both the branches are at positive biases. The change of μ is also not
completely balanced out due to the scattering at the junction, and
results in nonlinear interaction of the currents from the left and the
right sides (Shorubalko et al. 2003). To compensate, the resultant
center branch voltage (VS) is always negative and varies parabolically (as V 2) with the applied voltage (Xu 2001a).

10.5.3 Harmonic Generation/Frequency
Mixing
The nonlinear interaction of the currents and the V 2 dependence
of the output voltage at the junction region also suggest the possibility of higher frequency/harmonic generation. When an AC
signal of frequency ω, VL–R = A cos [ωt], is applied between the
left (L) and right (R) branches of the Y-junction, the output signal from the stem (VS) would be of the form:
VS = a + b cos [2ωt ] + c cos [4ωt ]
where a, b, and c are constants.
The Y-junction can then be used for second and higher harmonic
generation or for frequency mixing (Lewen et al. 2002). The second
harmonic (2ω) output is orthogonal to the input voltage and can
be easily separated out. These devices can also be used for an ultrasensitive power meter, as the output is linearly proportional to V 2

to very small values of V. A planar CNT Y-junction, with contacts
present only at the terminals, suffers from less parasitic effects than
a vertical transistor structure and high frequency operation; up to
50 GHz at room temperature (Song et al. 2001), is possible. It can be
seen from the brief discussion above that several novel devices can
be constructed on CNT Y-junction technology, which could be the
forerunner of a new paradigm in nanoelectronics.

10.6 Experimental Work on
Electrical Characterization
Compared to the large body of work on electrical transport
through linear nanotubes, the characterization of nonlinear nanotubes is still in its infancy. The samples for electrical
measurements are typically prepared by suspending nanotube
Y-junctions, say, in isopropanol and depositing them on a
SiO2/Si substrate with patterned Au pads. Y-junctions, in proximity to the Au contact pads, are then located at low voltages (<5 kV)
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and contacts are
patterned to each branch of the Y-junction, either through electron-beam lithography (Kim et al. 2006) or focused ion beam
induced metal deposition (Gopal et al. 2004), see Figure 10.8.
In the latter case, special care needs to be taken not to expose
the nanotube to the ion-beam, to prevent radiation damage. The
early measurements in Y-junction nanotubes explored the theoretical idea of rectification between any two branches of the
Y-junction.

10.6.1 Rectification Characteristics
The initial research in the measurement of the current–voltage
(I–V) characteristics of the Y-junctions was accomplished
through two-terminal measurements using the stem as one
terminal and the two branches, connected together, as the other
terminal. With a stem/branch diameter ratio of approximately
60:40 nm, diode-like behavior was observed (Papadapoulos et al.
2000). The authors ascribing SWNT-like p-type semiconductor characteristics, modeled the behavior on a p–p isotype
heterojunction where the concentration (N) of carriers (holes)
varied inversely as the fourth power of the diameter (D) i.e.,

I2
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2 3
1

1
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1
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Pt lead wire
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FIGURE 10.8 The (a) MWNT Y-junction electrical measurement configuration as imaged in the (b) SEM.
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then presumably account for the rectifying behavior. In the
absence of further characterization, it is difficult to see how
semiconducting characteristics could be assigned to >40 nm
MWNTs. A subsequent publication from the same group
(Perkins et al. 2005) ascribed the electrical characteristics to be
dominated by activated conduction, presumably through carrier
hopping. More complex nonlinear, quasi-diode-like behavior has
been seen (Bandaru et al. 2005) in MWNT Y-junctions (Figure
10.9), which corresponds to a saturation of current at positive
bias polarities. This is predicted from theoretical considerations
(Xu 2001b) where the current cannot decrease beyond a certain
value, but saturates at a value (~0.5 μA at positive V1–2) corresponding to the intrinsic potential of the junction region itself.
Such behavior has also been seen in Y-junctions fabricated from
2–DEG systems (Shorubalko et al. 2003, Wallin et al. 2006). The
underlying rationale, in more detail, is as follows: the necessity
of maintaining a uniform electrochemical potential (μ = eV) in
the overall structure gives rise to nonuniform/nonlinear interactions (Xu 2002a). For example, when V2 (the voltage on branch 2)
decreases, μ2 (= −eV2) increases, and an excess electron current
flows towards the central junction. The balance between the
incoming current and the outgoing currents, at the junction itself,
is achieved by increasing μ1 (decreasing V1). On the other hand,
when μ2 decreases, μ1 decreases also, but cannot decrease past
a certain critical point, viz., the fi xed electrochemical potential
dictated by the geometry/defects of the junction.
Work on SWNT-based Y-junctions has revealed the diodelike behavior in richer detail. It was established through Raman
spectroscopy analyses (Choi and Choi 2005) that constituent
Y-junction branches could be either metallic/semiconducting. This gives rise to the possibility of forming intrinsic metal
(M)-semiconductor (S) junctions within/at the Y-junction region.
Experiments carried out on SWNTs in the 2–5 nm diameter

range (Choi and Choi 2005) (which could, depending on the
chirality, correspond to either metallic or semiconducting nanotubes with energy gaps in the range of 0.37–0.17 eV (Ding et al.
2002) ) reveal ambipolar behavior where carrier transport due to
both electrons and holes could be important. Considering, for
example, that the Fermi level (EF) for the metallic branch of the
Y-junction is midway through the semiconductor branch band
gap, positive or negative biases on the semiconductor branch can
induce electron/hole tunneling from the metal (Figure 10.10).
2n
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FIGURE 10.10 I–V measurements on single walled Y-CNTs, where a
metallic CNT interfaces with a semiconducting CNT (see band diagram
in inset) indicates ambipolar behavior, as a function of applied gate
voltage (on the semiconducting nanotube). (From Kim, D.-H. et al., Nano
Lett., 6, 2821, 2006. With permission.)
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10.6.2 Electrical Switching Behavior
Intriguing experiments have brought forth the possibility of
using the CNT Y-junctions for switching applications as an
electrical inverter analogous to earlier (Palm and Thylen 1992,
Hieke and Ulfward 2000, Shorubalko et al. 2003) Y-switch studies in 2–DEG systems. In this measurement (Bandaru et al.
2005), a DC voltage was applied on one branch of the Y-junction
while the current through the other two-branches was probed
under a small AC bias voltage (<0.1 V). As the DC bias voltage is
2
Branch current2–3 (nA)

1

increased, at a certain point, the Y-junction goes from nominally
conducting to a “pinched-off ” state. This switching behavior was
observed for all three branches of the Y-junction, at different
DC bias voltages. The absolute value of the voltage at which the
channel is pinched off is similar for two branches (~2.7 V, as seen
in Figure 10.11a and b) and is different for the third stem branch
(~5.8 V, as seen in Figure 10.11c). The switching behavior was
seen over a wide range of frequencies, up to 50 kHz. The upper
limit was set by the capacitive response of the Y-junction when
the branch current tends to zero.
The detailed nature of the electrical switching behavior is currently not understood. The presence of catalyst nano-particles
(Figure 10.1) in the conduction paths could blockade current
flow, and their charging could account for the abrupt drop-off
of the current. The exact magnitude of the switching voltage
would then be related to the exact size of the nanoparticle, which
suggests the possibility of nano-engineering the Y-junction to
get a variety of switching behaviors. However, it was deduced
(Andriotis and Menon 2006), through tight binding molecular dynamics simulations on SWNTs, that interference effects
could be solely responsible for the switching behavior, even in
the absence of catalyst particles. An associated possibility is that
there is inter-mixing of the currents in the Y-junction, where the

21.5 kHz
31.5 kHz
41.5 kHz

30

20

10

Branch current1–3 (nA)

Such temperature-independent tunneling behavior was invoked
through modeling the I–V characteristics to be of the Fowler–
Nordheim type. However, at higher temperatures (>100 K),
thermionic emission corresponding to barrier heights of 0.11 eV
could better explain the electrical transport results.
On an interesting note, it should be mentioned that the contact
resistance at a branch–metal contact could also play a major role
and contribute to the relatively low currents observed in experiments (Meunier et al. 2002). While MWNTs should theoretically
have a resistance smaller than h/e2 (~26 kΩ), ideal and reproducible, Ohmic contacts, through metal evaporation, have been
difficult to achieve.
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FIGURE 10.11 An abrupt modulation of the current through two branches of the Y-junction, indicative of electrical switching, is seen on varying
the voltage on the third branch. The voltage, at which the switching action occurs, on the two branches (1 & 2), is similar and smaller (~2.7 V, see a
and b) compared to the turn-off voltage (~5.8 V) on the stem (3) in (c). Such abrupt switching characteristics are seen up to 50 kHz, the upper limit
arising from the capacitive response of the Y-junction. (From Bandaru, P.R. et al., Nature Mater., 4, 663, 2005. With permission.)
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electron transmission is abruptly cut off due to the compensation
of currents, for example, the current through branches 2 and 3
is canceled by current leakage through stem 1. The simultaneous presence of an AC voltage on the source–drain channel and
a DC voltage on the control/gate terminal could also result in
an abrupt turn-off, due to defect mediated negative capacitance
effects (Beale and Mackay 1992). Further research is needed to
clarify the exact mechanisms in these interesting phenomena.
A suggestion was also made that AND logic gate behavior could
be observed (Bandaru et al. 2005) in a Y-junction geometry.
The continuity of the electro-chemical potential from one
branch of the CNT Y-junction to another is the basis for this
behavior (see Section 10.5.2 for a more detailed explanation).

10.6.3 Current Blocking Behavior
Other interesting characteristics were seen when the CNT
Y-morphologies were in situ annealed in the ambient, in a range of
temperatures 20°C–400°C and I–V curves measured for various
configurations of the Y-junction. The observations are summarized in Figure 10.12 and are fascinating from the point of view
of the tunability of electrical characteristics. As the annealing is

continued, the onset of nonlinearity in the I–V characteristics is
observed (Figure 10.12b). With increasing times, the nonlinearity increases, but is limited to one polarity of the voltage. This is
reminiscent of diode-like behavior and can be modeled as such
(Figure 10.12c and inset). With progressive annealing, it was
seen that the current is completely cut-off (<1 pA) and perfect
rectification seems to be obtained (Figure 10.12d). A current

(

)

rectification ratio I ON /I OFF of >104 has been calculated, where
ION denotes the current through the Y-device at −3 V while IOFF
is the current at +3 V. The transition to linear characteristics was
more rapid at elevated temperatures of annealing (>200°C). In yet
another set of Y-junction samples, reversible behavior from Ohmic
to blocking type was observed (Figure 10.13). Interestingly, it was
observed that the current through one set of branches (S1–B3 in
Figure 10.13b) was not affected by the annealing, while the blocking
voltages differ for the other two configurations (viz., ~0.1 V for
S1–B2 and ~2.6 V for B2–B3).
The time-dependent behavior and rectification seems to be both
a function of temperature and of time of annealing. The sharp
cut-off of the current at positive voltages is also remarkable. (The
cut-off of the currents at the positive polarity of the voltage seems
to be indicative of hole transport in the Y-junctions, through
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FIGURE 10.12 The I–V characteristics for a CNT Y-junction subject to high temperature annealing (~150°C) as a function of annealing time,
after being cooled down to room temperature. (a) Prior to annealing Ohmic behavior is observed. At increasing times non-linearity is introduced
(b) which can be modeled in terms of space charge currents (see inset) as I = A V + B V 3/2. Further annealing results in a (c) diode-like behavior (the inset
shows a fit: I = I 0 (e (eV/ kBT ) − 1) and finally in a (d) current-blocking/rectification behavior where a 104 fold suppression in current is seen.
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FIGURE 10.13 (a) Circuit arrangement used to probe the I–V characteristics of Y-CNT (SEM micrograph). (b) Reversible current blocking
behavior induced in the CNT Y-junction. The individual segments’ electrical transport characteristics exhibit different blocking/linear characteristics and are geometry dependent. (c) The transition from Ohmic behavior to space charge behavior is a function of voltage and can be accelerated
at higher temperatures. The ratio of the transit time (ttr) to the dielectric relaxation time (trel) determines the dynamics of the carrier transport.

electrostatic doping, due to the work function of Pt, ϕPt ~ 5.7 eV
being larger than ϕCNT.) While it is well known that contacts to
p-type CNTs through high work-function metals, where ϕM >
ϕCNT (~4.9 eV) result in Ohmic conduction (Javey et al. 2003, Yang
et al. 2005), the transition from conducting to blocking behavior
is generally more gradual. A continuous change in the current was
also seen when a gate voltage modulates the p-CNT channel conduction and in CNT-based p–n junctions (Lee et al. 2004) with
diode-like behavior (Lee et al. 2004, Manohara et al. 2005, Yang
et al. 2005). Consequently, we think that the observed behavior is
unique to the CNT branched topologies examined here.
The annealing-induced rectification behavior in CNT
Y-junctions could be intrinsic to the Y-nanotube form or be
related to the nature of the contacts. It was reported that SWNTs
contacted by Pt (Javey et al. 2003) could yield nonmetallic behavior, arising from a discontinuous (Zhang et al. 2000) contact
layer to the nanotubes. It is also possible that the outer contacting walls of the MWNT Y-junction are affected by the annealing
procedure, resulting in a modification of the Schottky barrier
(Collins et al. 2001a). Several CNT device characteristics,
such as transistors (Appenzeller et al. 2002) and photodetectors
(Freitag et al. 2003) are Schottky barrier mediated. Exposure to

7542X_C010.indd 11

oxygen is also known to affect the density of states of CNTs and
the I–V characteristics (Collins et al. 2000). However, the low
temperatures (<300°C) employed in the experiment preclude
oxidation (Ajayan et al. 1993, Collins et al. 2001b) and the blocking
behavior that was observed in our experiment cannot be justified
on the above principles.
A hint for explaining this intriguing I–V behavior is obtained
by modeling the I–V characteristics of Figure 10.12b, an intermediate stage in the annealing process. A supra-linear behavior,
viz., I proportional to AV + BV3/2, can be fitted (Figure 10.12b
inset), which could be indicative of space-charge limited currents
(A and B are numerical constants). To further understand the
transport behavior, it becomes necessary to examine the role of
the contacts in detail. Prior to annealing, where we observe linear AQ3
behavior (Figure 10.12a), i.e., the Ohmic contact is a reservoir
of free holes. Generally, the ratio of the hole transit time (ttr) to
the dielectric relaxation time (trel) in the CNT determines the
carrier dynamics and currents. A large (ttr/trel) ratio obtained,
say at smaller voltages, would result in Ohmic currents while
a lower (ttr/trel) ratio, at increased voltages, would imply space
charge currents (Figure 10.13c). As trel is inversely proportional
(Muller and Kamins 1986) to the conductivity (σ), such effects
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would be more important at elevated temperatures for metallic
Y-CNTs. We suggest then that the saturation of the current at
positive voltages could be due to space charge effects. In other
words, at sufficiently high voltages (>0.1 V for S1–B2 and >2.6 V
for B2–B3 in Figure 10.13b), further hole generation is choked
due to the preponderance of space charge and negligible current
is observed. Note that such a scenario can also be predicted from
the band structure diagrams at the metal contact-CNT interface
(Figure 10.14). Here, at (ii) forward bias, there is a significant barrier to hole transport and space charge processes could be important. At (iii) negative voltages, however, no hole barriers exist
and Ohmic conduction is obtained. The space charge hypothesis is also supported by the observation that over a period of
time, the blocking behavior reverts to Ohmic conduction. In an
earlier study (Antonov and Johnson 1999) of a straight SWNT
diode containing a charged impurity, similar space-chargebased arguments were invoked to explain the observed current
rectification. We are currently conducting experiments to probe
the time constants and dynamics of current flow through the
Y-CNTs.
We speculate that the different diameters of the branches of
the Y-junction (Figure 10.1 or Figure 10.13a) could be playing a
10

V32 = –2 V

role in the current blocking behavior. The basis is the observation
(Figure 10.13b) where rectification is not observed for a particular (S1–B3) two-terminal configuration. It was found that the
magnitude of the conductance (gd) between any two terminals of
the Y-junction is inversely proportional to the ratio of the diameters through which the current is flowing (see Figure 10.13b),
i.e., a larger discrepancy between the branch diameters lowers
the conductance. In an analogy to fluid flow through a pipe,
the hole current can similarly be modulated by the Y-junction
geometry. It would be instructive to characterize the blocking
behavior systematically as a function of branch diameters in the
Y-junction geometry.
The phenomena of current being low when the voltage
was high, in terms of space charge distribution was noted by
Shockley (1950), who remarked on its presence in the collector AQ4
region of a junction transistor amplifier. The I–V characteristics
observed in the CNT Y-junction forms here could be compared
to that of a transit-time device such as a barrier injection and
transit time (BARITT) diode (Streetman and Banerjee 2000).
Such devices consider space charge limited currents for creating negative resistance regions, which can be exploited for
switching, oscillation, amplification, and other functions in
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FIGURE 10.14 (a) I–V characteristics of a Y-CNT consisting of metallic branches. The circuit diagram is indicated in the inset. (b) The conductance (g d) through two nanotubes of different diameters in the Y-CNT is inversely proportional to their ratio (= d>/d<). (c) Proposed Y-junction CNT
based switching devices, (i) where a smaller angle (θ1) between the branches (B2 and B3) can result in a higher gating efficiency for the stem
(S). (ii) A Y-CNT with uniform gating/electrical switching characteristics can be fabricated by synthesizing all the constituent nanotubes to be of
the same diameter and with θ2 = 120°. (From Park, J. et al., Appl. Phys. Lett., 88, 243113, 2006. With permission.)
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high-speed circuitry (Sze 1981). The time delay associated with
space charge dissipation is useful for generating microwaves
and the BARITT devices are consequently used as local oscillators in microwave receivers.

10.6.4 Metallic Y-Junctions
It is also possible that the constituent nanotubes in the Y-junction
can exhibit metallic conduction, in which case the behavior
is analogous to that of three interconnected metal lines! Such
behavior has indeed been observed (Park et al. 2006) (Figure
10.14a). A control voltage (V) is applied on one of the three terminals (gate) of the Y-CNT while the current (I) through the other
two terminals (source and drain) is monitored. The I–V curves
of the Y-CNTs, as a function of gate (Vgs)/bias (Vds) voltage, are
shown in Figure 10.14a. The notable features are: (a) Ohmic conduction, (b) a proportional displacement of the current with Vgs
and Vds, and (c) a geometry dependent conductance. The devices
are also seen to have both current and voltage gain. In line with
an earlier study (Perkins et al. 2005), we define the differential

(

) (

current gain (gdiff) as the ratio of ∂I gs /∂Vgs to ∂I ds /∂Vgs

) at a

constant source–drain voltage (Vds). In our Y-CNT devices, a
gdiff of up to 10 is obtained at room temperature. The voltage
gain is calculated (Tans et al. 1998) by considering the voltage
change (ΔVds) for a given increment in gate voltage (ΔVg), at a
constant value of the current. The voltage gain when the stem
(1 in Figure 10.13a) is used for electrical gating is ~6 while the
value drops to ~0.3 when the branch (3 in Figure 10.13a) is used
for a gate.
Other quantities of importance in quantifying the electrical

(

)

characteristics are the transconductance, g m = ∂I ds /∂Vgs Vds ,
the ratio of the output current (Ids) to the modulating/gating
voltage (Vgs) at a constant bias voltage (Vds), and the output con-

(

)

ductance, g d = ∂I ds /∂Vds V , the ratio of the output current to
gs
the bias voltage at a constant gate voltage. It was found that
the magnitude of the gd is inversely proportional to the ratio
of the diameters of the branches through which the current is
flowing (Figure 10.14b), i.e., a larger discrepancy between the
branch diameters lowers the conductance. On the other hand,
the gm, which denotes the gating efficiency for current modulation, seems to be directly proportional to the diameter of the
gating nanotube (Park et al. 2006).
From the Y-CNT electrical characteristics, it is seen that
the mode of operation of the device is quite different from
that of a conventional FET and more akin to a Schottky barrier type FET (Muller and Kamins 1986). The current modulation is controlled by the electric field (= ∇r . V) at the gating
terminal, and not the carrier density in the channel. In this
case, the device performance can be improved by increasing
the diameter of the gate so as to have a greater modulating
effect on the source–drain current. The assumption of electric field control can also be tested (Park et al. 2006) by varying the angle (θ) between the branches of the Y-CNT. From
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elementary electrostatics (Jackson 1999), the surface-charge
density at a distance, ρ, from the intersection of the gate with
the junction varies as ρ(π/θ−1), which implies a greater modulating effect at a sharper angle. As an example, for the Y-CNT in
Figure 10.4a, the stem would have a higher gating efficiency
than in case (b). The manipulation of the junction region to be
dielectric/insulating (say, by localized ion-implantation) can
also be used to change the electrochemical potential and vary
device characteristics. It is interesting to note the similarity
of Figure 10.14c to a Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistor (MOSFET), where the stem is analogous to a gate,
the dielectric particle plays the role of the gate oxide, and the
channel is formed by conduction through the branches. On
the other hand, uniform electrical gating/switching characteristics could be obtained by making all the nanotubes the
same diameter and length, at an angle of 120° to each other
(Figure 10.14c(ii) ).
We also suggest that even more interesting applications are
facilitated by our experimental results and observations. For
example, a single Y-CNT switching device can be made to have
diverse operating characteristics through the use of different
gating terminals. Technology based on Y-junctions can be used
for devices (1) with multiple programmable characteristics and
(2) as components in Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)
for reconfigurable computing (Rabaey 1996), where it would be
possible to dynamically alter circuit paths. The large scale integration density and high speed of signal propagation intrinsic to
nanotubes would be advantageous in this regard.

10.7 Topics for Further Investigation
For the novel applications of Y-CNTs to be practicable, it would
be important and necessary to gain better control of the geometry, through synthesis or processing, of Y-CNTs. It is plausible
that the remarkable features of Y-junction-based transistors
such as the abrupt switching (Bandaru et al. 2005) and differential gain (Perkins et al. 2005) observed in earlier studies could be
related to the presence and location of defects. In situ engineering of CNT morphology, e.g., exposure to intense electron-beam
radiation (Terrones et al. 2002) could also be utilized to tailor
individual Y-CNT characteristics. Other aspects that merit
further study include the following:
a. The characterization of the detailed morphology of the
Y-junctions and their effect on the electrical properties.
Catalyst particles have been found both at the junction,
along the length of the Y-junctions and at the tips (Li et
al. 2001) (Figure 10.1). The effect of the location, type, and
composition of these particles and their scattering characteristics on the electrical transport would yield insight into
their influence.
b. A detailed study of the growth mechanisms of multijunction carbon nanotubes vis-à-vis the influence of
the catalyst particles. It has been contended (Teo et al.
2004) that a perturbation during growth could promote
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the formation of branches/junctions. For example, if the
temperature is reduced during the growth process, a catalyst particle over-saturated with carbon can be induced
to nucleate another branch. On the other hand, if the
Ti catalyst does play a role, the importance of carbide
formers in inducing side-branch growth is interesting
from a basic thermodynamic point of view, i.e., is a high
negative heat of formation (ΔHf ) of the carbide formers
necessary? It is worth noting that Y-junctions and other
morphologies, such as H-junctions and T-junctions
(Ting and Chang 2002), are also formed when methane
(which could yield positive ΔHf ) is used as a precursor.
The composition of the catalyst particle, which nucleates
the nanotube branches (Teo et al. 2004), and the effects
of stress generated at the growing nanotube tips could
also be playing important roles (Ting and Chang 2002)
in Y-junction growth.
c. The issue of electrical conductivity through nanotubes
with bends, junctions, and catalyst particles, which is also
important for the future viability of nanotube-based electronics. While the MWNT has an intrinsic resistance, say
due to ballistic transport, a capacitive and inductive component will also have to be considered due to the presence
of particles, inter-tube transport etc. Such a study will also
yield insight into the speed of operation of the nanotubebased devices and affecting factors, in terms of the RC
delay. It has been theoretically proposed (Burke 2003) that
straight SWNTs are capable of THz operation and can
even be used as nano-antennae (Burke 2002) for radiation and detection in these very high frequency ranges.
Whether SWNT or MWNT Y-junctions are capable of
being operated at such high frequencies, due to the presence of defects, and determining an ultimate limit (Guo
et al. 2002) to their performance is worth investigating.
d. It has been proposed (Xu 2005), that novel CNT-based
circuits based on Y-junctions and branched morphologies
can be created. These circuits could be fabricated so as to
construct universal logic gates such as NAND/X-NOR.
Such a demonstration together with the possibility of multifunctionality, e.g., where the catalyst particle could be used
for photon detection (Kosaka et al. 2002) will be important.
A variety of such novel circuits can be fabricated leading to
a potentially new paradigm for nanoelectronics that goes
well beyond traditional FET architectures-shape controlled
logic elements.
e. Assembly into a viable circuit topology and large scale
fabrication are issues that are of paramount importance.
Currently, the Y-junctions are grown in mats/bundles and
individually isolated and measured. A scheme where each
junction is assembled in this way is not viable practically.
Ideas into self-assembly and controlled placement (Huang
et al. 2005) of nanotubes will have to be addressed. While
some measure of success has been achieved in coordinating the placement of loose nanotubes, e.g., through the use
of chemically functionalized substrates (Liu et al. 1999)
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along with dip-pen lithography (Rao et al. 2003), an orienting electric field-exploiting the nanotubes’ dipole character
(Joselevich and Lieber 2002), through magnetic field (Hone
et al. 2000), and microfluidic arrangements (Huang et al.
2001), assembly of such loose nanotubes is difficult to scale
up and still remains a critical issue. An array of Y-junctions
can be prepared on the same nanotube stem, as was found in
preliminary studies, by exposing only periodic locations (Qin
et al. 2005) along the length of a nanotube, sputter depositing
catalyst, and growing parallel Y-junction branches from this
linear array of catalysts using electric field-induced direction
control during a subsequent CVD process, e.g., at any angle
from the main stem. The above growth technique could be
used to make multiple Y-junction devices in series/parallel.
This proof of growth will go a long way in demonstrating the
feasibility of large scale nanoelectronic device assembly—a
question of the highest importance in recent times.

10.8 Conclusions
The study of Y-junctions is still in its infancy. Their synthesis,
while reasonably reproducible, is still challenging in terms of the
precise placement on a large scale. It is worth mentioning that
this is an issue even with linear nanotubes and might well determine the feasibility of CNT applications, in general. Presently,
both single-walled and multi-walled Y-CNTs, the constituent
branches of which could have different diameters or semiconducting/metallic character, have been synthesized. Such internal
diversity gives rise to novel phenomena such as (1) rectification/
current blocking behavior, (2) electrical switching, and (3) logic
gate characteristics. It is also interesting to investigate whether
the three terminals of the Y-CNT can be interfaced into a transistor-like paradigm. Future investigations should correlate the
detailed physical structure of the nanostructure morphologies
with the electrical measurements to gain a better understanding of the conduction processes vis-à-vis the role of defects and
geometry in nonlinear structures. Such a comprehensive and
correlated study would be useful to the nanotube/nanowire
community and could pave the way to the realization of shape
controlled nanoelectronic devices exclusive to the nanoscale.
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